
STUDENT MASTER THESIS CBS SPORTS

Find inspiration for your own thesis; check out what topics your and add one of the following phrases: â€œmaster
thesesâ€• or â€œstudent theses-hdâ€•.

Our study advisors will guide you through the different steps in order to ensure that your studies in Cologne
and Paris will be a success. For instance, by arranging to buy at a fixed price over several years to protect the
company from the risk of future increases in the price. Over the summer, you will complete a mandatory
internship of at least 8 weeks. You expand your knowledge and understanding of management processes, in
which small deviations have a huge impact on companies. But the financial and quantitative skills acquired in
the AEF concentration can also lead to jobs in a broad range of other areas, like public institutions or
international organisations. Therefore, it is important that you plan your studies carefully from the very start of
the program. By the way: If you plan to work with a French company in the future, it is highly recommendable
for you to brush up your French language skills during your studies and graduate as one of the top students of
your year. When you apply for admission you must indicate that you wish to be considered for a scholarship
and you are to upload a motivational essay. For instance, how to minimise the risk when selecting a portfolio
of investments, or evaluate the influence certain investments will have on the internal financial relations of
thecompany. Do not hesitate to ask for a meeting with our study advisors or attend one of our information
sessions. They are here to answer all your questions concerning job applications, studying, the semester
abroad, practical work placements and starting your career, media and IT at all times. Studyportals Tip:
Students can search online for independent or external scholarships that can help fund their studies. Others
will find work in larger companies within corporate finance where you could help make analyses for
investments and financial decisions, and find ways of maximising shareholder value. Through this, you will
learn to give recommendations on how this should influence decisions on pricing strategy, the attractiveness of
a merger, or the level of aggressiveness in market competition. Study Advisory During your first semester of
your Master Program a decision is taken on whether you will be able to take up the Double Degree. This
provides you with the advantage that you complete a fact-based management degree with all the additional
qualifications required. The university supports its students with many different services like language
courses, or advice for housing. Procedure: If you wish to be considered for a scholarship, you must apply for
admission no later than 1 February 12 noon - no matter if you are a Group A or a Group B applicant â€” at
Admission Flow. Under the instruction of lecturers with a global background we train your foreign language
skills, also enabling you to acquire valuable information pertaining to the conventions of various economic
zones and mentalities and providing you with practical tips on the business etiquette of the respective
countries. Personal Skills 4 Your confident appearance and expert knowledge are critical for your later
success. Many scholarships are either merit-based or needs-based. Particularly in globally operating
companies, the large number of competitors makes the sustainable acquisition of customers much more
important than for smaller companies. Apply online now. Some will work in consulting. After having
completed the first semester in Cologne, you will study abroad in Paris for the second and third semester of
studies. For this reason, the subject, Customer Relationship Management is immediately addressed in the first
semester. Through a deep understanding of the economic incentives that drive the company, you will know
how best to position it in different markets with different levels of competition. You will process genuine case
studies from companies in workshops and support them in finding solutions. Apply now International 1
Students and lecturers from all over the world get to meet each other on the international CBS campus. In CBS
offered 25 scholarships. And if I had to do it all over again, CBS would still be my first choice. Acquire broad
competencies International management is complex. A selection committee will make a recommendation to
the CBS President, who will make the final decision as to which applicants will be offered a scholarship.
Business and international economics, strategic and value based management, business development,
leadership and change management, accounting â€” the number of subject areas is great in order to provide
you with a comprehensive overview. Courses are held in English. Building Career Bridges 10 From the first
day onwards, you have the opportunity to discuss your career plans in individual consultation with the Career
Services department â€” whether for planning industrial placements or as career coaching shortly before
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completion.


